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Instructors praised for ‘clear’ lectures

Confusion discouraging…

but ‘to wonder is to begin to understand’



Question

Does confusion indicate lack of understanding?



Question

Alternatively: Does lack of confusion indicate understanding?



Method

Web-based free-response reading assignment

• two questions on content (difficult!)

• one feedback question

Gregor M. Novak, Evelyn T. Patterson, Andrew D. Gavrin, and
Wolfgang Christian, Just-in-Time Teaching: Blending active learning
with web technology (Prentice Hall, 1999).



Method

Web-based free-response reading assignment

• two questions on content (difficult!)

• one feedback question

Analyze understanding and confusion

Gregor M. Novak, Evelyn T. Patterson, Andrew D. Gavrin, and
Wolfgang Christian, Just-in-Time Teaching: Blending active learning
with web technology (Prentice Hall, 1999).



Sample reading assignment questions

P

Q

1. Consider the capillary rise of a
liquid in a glass tube. How does the
pressure at point P at the surface of
the liquid compare to the pressure
at point Q at equal height?

A B

P

2. Two identical balloons are connect-
ed to a tube as shown below. Balloon
B is inflated more than balloon A.
Which way does the air flow when
valve P is opened?



Sample reading assignment questions

3. Please tell us briefly what points of the reading
you found most difficult or confusing. If you did
not find any part of it difficult or confusing,
please tell us what parts you found most 
interesting.



Sample answer

1. Capillary action is due to the cohesion between water mol-
ecules, and the adhesion of water to the surface of the glass
tube. Negative pressures can result from the cohesive forces
of water. At the same height, the pressure inside the tube is
much less due to negative pressures.

2. The air flows from high pressure to low pressure. The fully
blown up balloon has higher pressure than the 1/2 blown up
balloon. So the air flows from the fully blown balloon to the
half filled balloon.

3. Nothing was difficult or confusing. The sections on the sur-
factant in the lungs and the heart as a pump were interest-
ing because they relate physics to biology.
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Another answer

1. The water rises because of an interaction between the
water and the walls of the tube. This interaction creates an
upward force which  causes the water to rise. The force is
due to surface tension between the water and the walls of
the tube. The pressure at the point inside the tube must be
the same as the pressure at the point of equal height outside
the tube, because if there was a pressure difference, then
there would be a net flow of water, into or out of the tube,
until the pressure difference was equalized. 

2. Laplace's law tells us that it requires a greater pressure dif-
ference to maintain a small sphere than a larger one. So, the
pressure in the small balloon must be greater, and the air will
flow from the small balloon into the large one.

3. I found the explanation of Laplace's law to be inadequate,
and while I can understand the conclusion drawn, I don't
understand the reasoning which led to the conclusion. 
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Analysis

Coding of responses

• Q1 and Q2: correct/incorrect

• Q3: confusion on topic of Q1/Q2

Correlate confusion with correctness



traditional textbook on Laplace’s Law and capillarity

Results: fluids

capillarity correct incorrect
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traditional textbook on Laplace’s Law and capillarity

Results: fluids

capillarity correct incorrect

confused 44% 56%

not confused 25% 75%

Laplace correct incorrect

confused 49% 51%

not confused 21% 79%



research-based text on torque

Results: torque

torque correct incorrect

confused 45% 55%

not confused 43% 57%



More confusion among students who understand!

Result



More confusion among students who understand!

(especially when students are not pushed to think)

Result



Confusion…

doesn’t correlate with understanding

is not (necessarily) the result of poor teaching

is part of the learning process

Conclusions
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